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A
s land values plummeted during the Great Recession,
Jay Ellis smelled opportunity. Although fewer properties
were being traded and many markets had grown soft,

recreational tracts, particularly those with significant water 
features, were retaining their value far better than others. 

“Coming out of the global financial crisis, I knew this would
be the best opportunity in my lifetime to start a fund. Land 
values were depressed, but buyers were still shelling out top 
dollar for the most desirable sporting properties,” he says.

An avid angler, Ellis has fished in the shadows of the Rocky
Mountains his entire life. His goal was to combine this passion
with the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that was presenting 
itself and launch a fund that targeted undervalued properties. 
The lone caveat? They possess significant water features. 

In his previous life, Ellis had been a Wall Street hotshot. Ellis
opened Morgan Stanley’s institutional sales office in Dallas. His
non-stop, brassy banter ideally suited to a trading desk. As fate
would have it, one of his top clients at Morgan Stanley was 
legendary energy entrepreneur T. Boone Pickens. 

Pickens of course has a profound understanding of land-based
resources. An ardent conservationist and a lifelong bird hunter,
he was honored as The Land Report’s inaugural Legacy Land-
owner last year. Ellis approached Pickens with his idea, and, 
after several rounds of negotiation, a partnership was forged.
Last May, at the 2011 Land Report Broker Summit at Pickens’
Mesa Vista Ranch, the formation of Sporting Ranch Capital 
was announced to the nation’s leading brokers. Simultaneously,
it debuted online at www.sportingranchcapital.com.

Quick Close
Less than a year after launching, Sporting Ranch Capital will close 

Fund I at $30 million and is primed to launch Fund II.
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